On-Premises Desktop as a
Service (On-Premises DaaS):
Solving the VDI Dilemma for Government Agencies

Executive Summary
With its “Cloud-First” policy, the US Government is starving for cloud-based solutions that can help it
hosted desktop or Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) represents a compelling opportunity because
it merges multiple programs requirements and funding sources: Windows migration, Cloud-First,

Desktop virtualization is complicated, capital intensive, and requires specialized skills – in other words,

as a Service (DaaS) is an emerging solution that delivers to the worksite both the virtual desktop
infrastructure and the ongoing management and maintenance of the system, all backed by a service

The Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) Dilemma

“workshifting” – the practice of moving work to the most optimal location, time, and resource – increases

avoidance of lost data stored at the edge on traditional PCs running on public networks is seen as a
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While VDI is an obvious solution for Government agencies with remote desktop computing
COMPLEXITY

INTERNAL KNOWLEDGE

COST

VDI vs. Desktop as a Service (DaaS)

businesses, it proposes many challenges for large government enterprises that require a separate and
securable cloud:
SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

USER EXPERIENCE

user data sits across the public network from the virtual desktop infrastructure creating long delays in
MANAGEABILITY

information and continuously synchronize and maintain it, and linking your directory service to their
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The Best of Both Worlds: An On-Premises DaaS Solution

How an On-Premises DaaS Solution Works

low capital costs, predictable monthly operation costs, exceptional user experience, and no requirement
for specialized skills:
DELIVERED AS A SERVICE

upfront capital investments required for standard in-house VDI deployments while also greatly reducing

In addition to its day-to-day operational management of the DaaS environment, a service provider is
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DaaS hardware and software components, including new releases and updates, while the customer is
EXCEPTIONAL USER EXPERIENCE

low latency on-premises approach can be combined with a proprietary memory-based architecture

REDUCED COSTS

In addition to low capital start-up costs, an On-Premises DaaS solution can substantially reduce the
current costs associated with PC stand-up and delivery, patch management, software upgrades,
desktop hardware repair and replacement, end-user support, and hardware lifecycle replacement and

SPEED TO BENEFIT

When a standardized architecture and a proven approach are employed, On-Premises DaaS can greatly

CUSTOMIZATION

CloudShape
On-Premises DaaS

Traditional DaaS

In-House Reference
Architecture

User Experience
Relative to Physical PC

Better

Less

Less

Processor Allocation
Relative to Physical PC

Equivalent

Less

Less

Storage Bandwidth
Relative to Physical PC

Higher

Lower

Lower

Network Latency

Low

High

Low

CAPEX Cost

Low

Low

High

Customization

High

Low

High

No

Yes

Yes

Specialized Skills Required
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Government Experience with On-Premises DaaS

Outcomes included:
• Rapid Deployment
an out-of-the-country location;
• Good User Experience – users reported desktop performance to be better than their physical PCs
• Relatively Low Cost – compared to both existing physical machines and previous pilots of other

management policy, login timeouts, application control, password policy, and network access are
inherited by the On-Premises DaaS system, which receives all customer group policies and inherently

Conclusion
mobility and Cloud-First while also lowering costs and reducing CAPEX, many are exploring the feasibility
costs, poor user experience due to WAN latency, and lack of specialized skills in ongoing management
solution has been proven to addresses the issues experienced elsewhere, performing so impressively
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